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but he was unfortunately indis- . 
posed with a mirior ailment. Exam Procedures,· Policies Revealed This year's problem dealt with 
the First . Amendment rights of TO: Students room assigned unless prior must commence within the uled on the same day;
cable television stations. The FROM: J.H. Schlegel, C.H, Wallin approval has been given for regularly scheduled examina­ b) three or more examina­
mythical state of Orwell passed RE: EXAMINATION . PROCE- reasons such as typing. tion period, and should be tions on consecutive days; 
a statute requiring ·cable com­ DURES AM;> POLICIES 4. The procedure for main­ scheduled for return to the ­ c) four examinations or more 
panies in that state to provide A. Regular Written Examinations taining anonymity on exami­ Registrar not later than _two in one week. 
public access channels, while the 1. A staff member ·and/or stu­ nations is unchanged. This days after the close of all Any request for such a 
FCC promulgated regulations re­ dent assistants will be avail­ semester each bluebook will examinations. change must be accompanied 
quiring cable companies · to · able·at a table near Room 106 have a pre-numbered la~el af­ 3, The Registrar. will have with a cogent explanation of 
monitor their public access sta­ to -assist students with any fixed to it. complete instructions detail­ why the courses in question
tions for indecent and obscene problems that may arise dur­ This label is in three parts: ing the rules prescribed for were taken knowing that tak­
programming. An Orwellian ing the course of the exami­ Label No. 1--Permanently take-home final examina­ ing examinations scheduled 
cable company, Starcom, chal­ nations. (e.g., arriving late; attached to the bluebook. The tions, e.g., date(s) for release in advance would cause a bur­
lenged the statute as being 1.m­ completing the exam before student enters the • Instruc­ of the examination, date(s) for den on the student sufficient 
constitutional by the First and the allotted · end time and tor's nl!me, course, date; sec­ return of the completed to require the relief requested. 
Fifth. Amendments, and in adc:ti: wanting to hand in the blue­ tion and graduating senior, if examinations, specifications, 2. Students must present re­
tion -that the FCC, had neither book; question of possible ' applicable. if any, regarding collabora­ quests for rescheduling ex­
statutory or constitutional au­ typing errors in the examina- Label No. 2...:..The student tion on examinations etc. aminations to the Associate 
thority to pa• the regulations. tion). · enters • ·name, · instructor, C. Papers In Ueu of Final Dean prior to the beginning 
n,e participating moot court 2. Members of the adminis­ course, section, gate and Examinations of the examination period 
team, worked together in writing 1. All . student papers . for who will act on them. Should trative and secretarial staff again graduating seriior if 
a brief, -while in oral arguments seminars, independent study . such !I request be granted the will start each in-class exami­ · applicable. This label will be 
one team member argued the nation and will take atten­ removed by the staff on the projects and courses are due Registrar will consult with the 
state issue, while the other tai:­ no later than the last day of instructor in thecourse(s) indance. The staff will insure third floor. The labels for each 
kled the FCC problem. the examination period. Pa- question before rescheduling that all bluebooks are ac­ examination will be kept in a. 
While only one ofthe forty-four . pers should be turned in to the examination(s). counted for and that all sealed envelope .under lock 
participating teams emerged as the instructor. E. Rescheduling Examinationsexamination questions are re­ and key during the grading
eventual winner, all par.ticlpants 2. Extensions of time may be During the Examinationturned. The staff will insure period. The No. 2 labels wili · 
agreed that the competition was granted on application by the Periodthat all examinations begin be affixed to the bluebooks 
a remarkable educational axpari- student, if approved by the 1. Students are required toand end on time. after the grading has been 
. · ence. Over four hundred local at­ faculty member concerned, take examinations either on3. Students are notpt)rmitted completed. ~ · 
torneys volunteered their ser­ and by the Associate Dean.to take ·any regular written Label No. ~The student the regularly scheduled day 
vices to act as panelists; ·many The form •Request for Exten~ during the · examination examination in other than the · enters course, instructor, 
sion of Time• must be com­ period, or on the day set fordate. The student keeps this 
pleted. Forms are available in an examination which hascopy. It is the student's proof 
A&R, Room 306, and Room 312. t>,en rescheduled under theby number, of the identity of 
the bluebook, and Is a receipt D. Reacheclullng Examinations provisions of Part D above. 
Prior to the Start .of the . 2. Failure to take an examina.'for the exam.'· inside.•. Examination Period tion on the regularly sched­
B. TakHtome· Examinations 1. A student may request to uled day, or on the day set for 
·1. Take-home final examln• change an examination date a rescheduled examinationMeanderings 
tloris are authentic written to a different timadurlng the constitutes failure to com­
examinations in lieu of the In­ examination period. Such a plete the work in the course 
Pudge's· Corner class .final examinations. req1,.1"t will be granted only in question, and the student 
Take-home examlnatlons•will in the most extraordinary of · will receive the grade of F for 
be administered by the Regis­ circumstances which must In­ thecourse unleuthestudent: 
trar' with the A&R staff. clude at least: . a) was ill on the examination 
2. Take-home examinations a) two examinations ached- connnwd ;,,. pop 6 
. . . 
Tenney, Metz..·victorious in 
·Moot . Court Competition 
by PtltfH' Scribner 
Katf:ileen Tenny· and Matthew 
Metz narrowly edged out Candy 
Vogel and Howard Spierer in the 
final round of the 1984 Charles 
S. Desmond Moot Court Compe­
tition on Saturday, November 10. 
Each team of finalists had sur­
vived a month long b(!ef writing 
exercise, three rounds of prelimi­
I. nary oral arguments, and two 
elimination rou11ds before pre­
senting their positions for the.last 
time to a panel of distinguished 
appellate jurists in the Moot 
Court Room. 
Presiding over c- • the four 
member panel was Matthew 
Jasen, currently an associate 
judge on the New York Court of 
Appeals. Joining him were two • Katltleen TeMey and Matthew Men, winners of this ~ar's Desmond 
C~tition. - Photo by Victor R. Sicl1rimembers of the Fourth De~,:t­
mttllt ApP,e!late Division of Su­ of whom had . participated in ment rights and communication· 
preme Court, Judges Michael moot court when they were .UB la-as unfamiliar ground for 
Dillon and Delores Denman, as law students. In general ' the most local practitioners. There-
well as Dean Headriclt of the law ·panelists were pleased with the -fore they sometimes felt ill­
Schpal, Retired Courtof Appeals . organization->otttle competition, equipped to di~ss the legal is­
Chief Jul:tgtr .Desmond; name-· .although some did.note that the sues involved. 
sake . of the competition, was subject matter-First · Amend- continued on page 4 
schfiduled 'to ·preside· as usual, 
SBA to Meet on .Famine 
At the November 28, 1984 meeting of th~ Student Bar Associ­
ation, the Board of Directors acted to propose a Special Resol­
ution calling for the donation of $300 of unallocated SBA funds 
to the Ethiopian famine relief cause. The resolution will be 
debated and voted on at a special SBA meeting to be conducted 
at 5:45.P.M. on Wednesday, December 5, 1984. 
Third-year Director Beth Ginsberg, at the November-28th 
meeting, originally advocated using for this purpose the $500 
. not used for the Westwood affair. Due to general disapproval 
by her fellow directors, this suggestion was changed to using 
unallocated funds in the amount of $300 (with a matching fund 
provision for up to $200 more). 111 addition, it was als9 originally 
proposed that the SBA immediately vote to send the money 
to a relief agency. After some discussion, however, it was de­
cided by a ten to seven vote that Bylaw 14 should·be triggered; 
therefore requiring an actual resolution to be drawn up and 
posted. 
The posted resolution states that $300 of unallocated SBA 
funds .are to be given to the American Red Cross African Famine 
Relief Fund. In addition, the SBA will provide $200 in matching 
funds for efforts contributed by individual students and faculty 
and st~ff members. Copies of the resolution are posted in the 
mailrpom, ·on the SBA office door, and on the stairwell window 
' between the first and second floors. J'he wording of this resol­
ution can potentially _be altered at the meeting. The SBA urges 
all students.to attend the special meeting this coming Wednes­
day at which the resolution will be considered. 
In an interview with SBA President Richard Gottlieb, The 
Opinion learned that, though he is· sympathetic to the problem, 
he personally opposes this particular resolution. It is his view 
that ·if the SBA were to fund this particular charity, it would 
find itself in the position of being soughtto fund o,her charities. 
(NOTE: At press time it was learned that Joseph Stillwell, 
·. Assistant to Dean, ()ivision of Student Affairs, told the SBA 
they "!,_Ould .not be p_ermitfed to use the money for the famine . 
The meeting for.the specia1 iitsolution has bHn cancelled.) 
. ' ... . .1. '.' 
.
\ . ' - - . 
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Editor-In-Chief Managing Editor SBA Dii.-ectors Sound OffRobert tt1. cozzte Victor R. Slclarl . 
News Editor: Randy oonatem 
To the Editor:Features Editor: Anc;ly H. Viets 
Once again The Opinion has. BuSlness Manager: John K. ~Plana 
abused the privilege accorded itstaff: Robert Marc eurs!O', Tim eurv1d, Victor J. D'Angelo, 
by the board of directors of the ·' Robert c. Lehrman, CliffFalk, Paul w. Kullman, Pudge Meyer, 
Peter-Scribner, Jeff H. stem, Tony Torres. S.B.A. We, as third year directors, 
c CoPYr-lQht 1984, The OplnlOn, SBA. Any republlcatton of materials feel .it is high time The Opinion 
herein Is strictly prohibited without the express consent of the took stock of itself and devoted · 
Editors. The Opinion IS published every two weeks dur1rig the a modicum of thought to the 
academic year. It Is the student newspaper of the State University "opinions" it publishes, inaccu­
Of New York at Buffalo School of Law, SUNYAB Amherst campus, rate as they often are. We want 
Buffalo, New York 14260: The views expressed In this paper are to specifically draw attention to
riot necessarily those of the Edltortal Board or Staff of r,,e Opinion. 
the malicious and ill-informed re­The Oplnlot1 Is a non-profit organization, third-class postage en­
cent editorial published by thetered at Buffalo, N.Y. Editorial policy of r,,e Opinion Is determined 
c9llecttve1y by the Edltortal Board. .The Opinion Is ftJnded by SBA editors entitled: "S.B.A. Decision 
from Student Law Fees. · Condemned: Members Out of · 
composition & Design: words & Graphics, Inc. Tquch". 
SBA SemesterReport Card 
Over the past few months we have occasionally used this space to eitner state our disagreement with a particular 
Student Bar Association decision or to suggest some course of action. In this, the final edition of The Opinion for 
the fall 1984 semester, we present our view of the SBA Board of Directors as a whole with respect to their activities 
since taking offi\:e in September. 
Admittedly, we have at times been rather critical of the SBA and particular.members of that body. We would 
therefore like to first commend the •directors and officers for certain of their activities. While we initially had some 
doubts about President Richard Gottlieb's abilities, ·he has proven to be an extremely hardworking and concerned 
leader. Though he has not always been effective in keeping in line a group of people with widely divergent views 
on the purpose of the SBA, he deserves at least some praise and thanks for the numerous hours he has put into 
his position. Treasurer Gina Peca and Secretary Lisa Roy have also put_in a maximum effort and deserve similar 
accolades from both us and the student body. Even Vice-President Tony Torres, who we outright disagree with on 
virtually everything, should receive acknowledgement for the work he has put into his job. While we canoot say 
the same for all otthe SBA Directors, many have demonstrated their interest in student affairs and their willingness 
to put in long hours for the benefit of their fellow students. 
In addition, Rich Gottlieb and his troops can point to substantive acts which have benefited the students this 
semester. While we disagreed with the procedures used, the SBA (and particularly-Gottlieb),can take credit for 
increasing student representation on the Dean Search Committee. The Halloween Party, while not.as well attended 
as had been hoped, was a fun and successful activity for those who did participate. The SBA has funded keg parties 
which fall into the same category. Perhaps the largest success was in the absence of doing something-there have 
been no political resolutions crammed down the students' throats. The only SBA act which tarnishes this impressive 
record was the ill-considered Westwood decision, which brings us to our final point. 
We wish that we could write that all has been rosy with the SBA thus.far this year. Unfortunately, we can not. 
While in the past they were represented by a larger number of individuals and while their power has been substan­
tially reduced this year, there remains a small but influential faction in the SBA which insists on imposing its own 
political views on the rest of us.We couldn't care less if these people were liberals, conservatives or anarchists-what 
they are doing is wrong. They are concerned only with seeing their personal political concepts forced on the rest 
of us. Those beliefs have nothing to do with the purpose of the SBA. If these individuals reallv, cared, they would 
stop what they are doing and instead devote their efforts towards doing what is in the best' interests of the students. 
If they are not willing to perform their functions properly, in _line with what they were elected to do, then they 
should resign their positions. 
In any event, this continuing problem which has plagued the SBA for years, needs to be rectified. We once again 
call for the electoral reforms advocated by us earlier this semester. As things stand, the students do not really 
know what they are getting when they mark their ballots. It is our view that certain SBA Directors would not have 
been elected if the students really knew where these people stood and what they advocated. We therefore implore 
the current Board of Directors of the SBA to institute a new electoral process for next year which will serve the 
interests of all the students and not cater to asmall but infl.uential group which clearly a6iis n'ot reprllsent the majority. 
DirectorsRecei_ve D Grades 
Once again, certain members of the SBA have abused their privilege accorded by the law school student body. 
They have used their positions on the SBA to furth"er tt,eir political and social viewpoints. The members we refer -
to are Beth Ginsberg and Judy Olin (see "SBA Directors Sound Off" on this page). 
Ginsberg and Olin accuse The Opinion of "abusing the privilege accorded it by the board of directors of the 
SBA." First of all, the SBA does not run The Opinion. We are an editorially, independent student publication of the 
law school. What we state in the editorial, and the views expressed by others through this media, are protected 
by the First Amendment of the Constitution of the United States, as long as they are not libelous or slanderous. 
For the SBA to tell us that we cannot constructively criticize the political process of this school is akin to a,narchy 
or dictatorship. We will not keep quiet if we think something has run afoul. 
True, the SBA does have "power of the purse" over our funding, but if it intends to hang it over our heads as 
a "privilege" then this is blackmail which we will fight against. We are the only SBA-funded organization which is 
expected to raise over one-third of our budget with revenue. Although we are allocated $6,500 ·a year to·publish 
twelve to fourteen issues, we must raise an additional $5,700-through advertising to meet pur expenses. No other 
club has this .responsibility. There is not much·more the SBA can ·burden us with. . 
Secondly, it is Olin and Ginsberg who do not give a "modicum of thought," but write inaccurate (in subs\ance 
and form, i.e., spelling) an,d ill-informed letters. Olin stated at the November 14, 1984 SBA meeting (see minute!!, 
Old Business, Item 7) that what we "published was hearsay since none of the staff were present at the meeting." 
First of all, we don't necessarily have to be ·present at a meeting to garner information. It is one of the primary 
assets of a reporter to be able to obtain facts from various, reliable sources. Three of The Opinion's staff talked to 
five different SBA members about the meeting, one of which was the President. We think it would behoove Olin 
and Ginsberg to approach us first and question our sources before they make accusations. Secondly, if they would 
sper.d less time accusing and more time researching, they would discover that one of our staff me"1bers is also 
an SBA director. We can reveal who it is but we believe that as third-year law students, Ginsberg and Olin shquld have 
the expert skills 'to do the research without our assistance. · · 
Thirdly, Olin and Ginsberg claim "the [SBA) decision was based on a consensus.• A consensus is defined in our 
Webster dictionary as "group solidarity in sentiment and belief; general agreem11nt; unanimity; collective-opinion." 
We hardly perceive a 6-6 tie that has to be broken by the Chair of the meeting as a consensus. In fact, the close 
vote enforces our contention that this was a decision that was·not fully supported by tt,e student body at large 
and would best be left to the students' individual beliefs to attend the dinner rather than have the SBA decide for 
all the students whether or not the event should exist for those who wanted to go, ritgardless of the socio-eco-pol1tical 
impact and implications. "Many students from all walks of life would not feel comfortable.in the se~ing propqsed 
by the ,commencement committee,• state Olin and Ginsberg, but.that is.not a sufficient ·rea!lon to effectively cancel 
the event..These .students have the option of not attending the event and also could voice their opposition at' the 
SBA meeting. This decision was not "in the best interests of all .oudellow classmates.• In fact,,every editor on·our 
staff would have gone. If someone is needed to tell us what is in our best interests, then maybe we should pack 
4p and go home to the safety and security of our parents' households. 
Fourth, and finally, Olin and Ginsberg claim The Opinion characterized them as hypocrites. While this may or 
may not have been true, let us now explicitly state that they are hypocrites. They say that the Westwood Country 
Club decision was done because the school "should not sink hundreds of student financed dollars towards an 
activity held at an institution which does not welcome all members of the student body." Yet Ginsberg is the first 
one to offer to send hundreds of student financed dollars to·another continent.,We find it hard to see the all-revealing 
distinction that makes the dinner event impermissible, but the charity acceptable. In the former case, the student 
financ11d dollars were to be spent to raise funds for pommencement. In the latter case, student financed dollars 
are to be sent to a charity to feed famine victims in Ethiopia. While we realize the importance of aiding these 
victims in a time of severe crisis, especially since the United States as a whole is such a humanitarian country 
. willing to help others in need, we do not believe it is within the authority of the SBAto use money earmarked for 
student activities in this manner. It is a blatant case of ultra vires; i.e., where a corporation acts beyond Its purpose 
and authority. If Ginsberg end Olin would check with Joseph Stillwell, Assistant to Oean, Division ·of Student 
Affairs, Room 543 Capen Hall, they would be informed that the student activity fee ,may be spent only for the 
purposes of social, educational and/or athletic events. In fact, we advise -that beforit they do make such an allocation, 
they check with Stillwell to prevent allegations of ultra vires and/or miilapproprlation of mandatory student ■ctivity 
faas. While we don't criticize Ginsberg for her good intentions, and we want to -strna this point to avoid any 
confusion in the future, we do not feel that the SBAjJ authorized to spend money In this manner. This money 
comes from lt\ldant activity fees; therefore, it is to be used for student lictivities. If the SBA wishes to spend money 
for thla purpoaa, it would be batter, and probably within their authority, If the money came from a fund raiser or 
through lndlvfdual donation,. At. least thia way the donors would be able to claim a charitable deduction on their 
lncometaxN. · 
•No tonger will the 88,A.c:atar to the neada of a ca~in well-defined amell group of atudents," state Glnaberg 
end Olin. White ti.., mey be r9ferrlng to The Opinion, we believe they should take a look.i,t the mirror, u difficult 
• thle may be, for If Ihle raeolutlon peNN, they will be Ntlng their own worda ... •lil•ln. 
,_... a,1111e11 D111..._I, ,_. 
The S.B.A., acting as represen­
tatives of all of the student body, 
made a very difficult and well­
reasoned decision to bar a stu­
dent-funded cdmmencement 
function at a private country club, 
after much debate entailing emo­
tional pleas from divergent per­
spectives. We, too, would like to 
see the senior class sponsor a 
semi-formal so as to raise funds 
for our commencement. Yet, the 
decision was based on a consen­
sus that we, as the only publi­
cally-funded [sic) state law 
school, boasting affirmative en­
rollment pqlicies and innovative 
programs based on a liberal 
pradigm [sic) of education, should 
not sink hundreds of student fi­
nanced dollars towards an activ­
ity held at an institution which 
does not welcome all _-members 
of the student body. While the 
editorial stated that the party 
would have been an "obviously 
beneficial and harmless activ­
ity," we ardently disagree. Coun­
try Clubs are not open to the gen­
eral public and further practice 
Letters ... 
To tl,e Editor: 
Now that we're somewhat re-
covered from the month-long 
ordeal of Moot Court, we'd like 
to offer our thanks to !Ill those 
who wrote the problem. We c;:an 
truly appreciate all the time-and 
effort that must have gone into 
its preparation. Although a few 
judges commented that they 
found it somewhat dry, the gen-
·erai" consensus among partici-
pant~ seemed to be that it was 
interesting. 
Many thanks also to all those · 
Board rpemb~r!l ll)lhq vy~r~ a'(ail-__ 
'able th~ weekeljd before ~>rals to 
"play" judge and officiate in 
practice rounds. _We were q_rc1te-
ful for your encouragement and 
accessibility. 
Although the overall experi-
_ence was worthwhile, educa-
tional, and even enjoyable, we 
also would like to offer some con-
structive .criticism about certain 
aspects of the competition that 
frustrated us personally as well 
as our fellow participants, and 
some suggestions for next year. 
Advisors 
An advisor is very importantto 
a team and can be most helpful. 
However, this requires a sub-
stantial, time commitment. An 
advisor should make the effort to 
be in contact with his or herteam. 
Knowing from experience that the 
teams are working uri'der severe 
time limitations, an advisor must 
be available at crucial points of 
the . ~o_mpetitj°:n. . , . . , , , 
inviduous (sic]. forms ofdjscrimi­
.nation .through their member­
ship policies. 
As Jewesses, we were inart­
fully and ignorantly characterized 
as hypocrites; Jews were noted to 
have founded the Westwood in 
response to exclusionary 
policies barring Jews as well as 
other minority groups from · 
membership in W.A.S.P. clubs. In 
response to The Opinion's ac­
cusations.' we point out that we 
acted in the best interests of all 
our fellow classrrlates, with the 
knowledge and understanding 
that many student~ from all 
walks of life w..9uld not feel com­
fortable in the setting .proposed 
by the commencement commit­
tee. No lorige'r will the S.B.A. 
cater ·to the needs of ·a certain 
well-defined small group of stu­
dents. We aim \o create a hospit­
able atmosphere within the halls 
of O'Brian by promoting policies 




(Third Year Directors) 
Oral Argument Organization 
We understand that oral argu-
ments must be scheduled in the 
evenings. Yet, special arrange­
ments could be made for those 
who do not wish to miss their 
evening classes. We have some 
suggestions which might make 
this flexibility possible. 
Recognizing that the schedul­
ing process is complex and time­
consuming, it should.~e done as 
early as possible 'an'd ' by· a 
number of people. The deadline 
for any special scheduling re­
,. quest•.cpyl~ b,e ,.as, ,,iarly ,iiS that 
for the.letter of intent. Jhis co'uld 
be included in the instruction 
packet. ., . ~•...-~~ 
This year the scheduling pro-
cess was complicated further by 
the imbalance between petition­
ers and respondents. This could 
be alleviated by having a firm 
deadline soon after letters of in-
tent are submitted for teams to \ 
notify the Board if they choose 
to switch sides.- Also early notifi­
cation of when and against whom 
the teams are arguing should 
eliminate most scheduling con-
flicts. · 
Judges 
This aspect of the competition 
is most important. The quality of 
judges varied greatly. To help en­
sure , a consistent high quality, 
pa_rticipants should be provided 
with the names of all their judges 
and giv,n an opportunity to 
make a brief evaluation of each 
,or;ie._'These. shO!Jl_d .~ noted by 
Admlnlatrath,e o.talla • · .• the Board for the following year 
Instructions given for the prob- when considering which judges 
. l~r,n._should b~ as specifi,c as pos-, to ask back. · 
s1ble.. For example, if the ques- Aftermath 
tions must be _d·ivided between Now that air the scores are in 
team members in a certqin way -and all the awards are handed_ 
for oral arguments this should be 
made explicit at the outset. Don't 
assume that every team will work 
these questions out for them-
selves in the sa_me manner. 
The system of questions and 
answers on the office door was a. 
good idea and for the most part 
helpful. However, we think more 
. information could~ shared with~ 
outdetrimenttothecompetition. 
It would greatly aid the par-
ticipants if they had more de-
tailed information on the scoring 
of the competition. We doii'.t see 
any reason for it to be so secre-
tive. If participants knew the 
categories and approximate 
breakdown ·of the scoring pro-
c:en, they could· ·target thoae 
areas deemed most critical. . 
out, why .must we wait so long 
before our score sheets are made 
available to us and before we 
know who is on next year's Moot 
Court Board? Why must we go 
through the formallty·ota written 
request to get oar eva·luation 
sheets? We see no reason why 
this informatioh cannot be sim-
ply dropped·in our mailboxes. 
We hope these suggestions 
and remarks do not fall on deaf 
ears. The Desmond Moot Court 
Competition is an excellent 
learning experience which could 
be made even better. 






Wi;-iter Returns: Ponders Course Offerings 
severe credibility problem with as Law in (out of?) Context A and 
~9f , ~~~~1 ~i .. ~.!'\~ .i-~,~ .~-'~!&!It • Q~ur!ng ,l}il,Y-fl!st Y~11r.11nd having
fplsehoocl. · . - · taken all of the few normal 
~ii'st of all, as those 'of you who courses that this place offers dur-
Telefund -·P.togram 
Dear Law Studenb: • fective listening. 
The University at Buffalo Foun­ Earning $4.00-$6.00 per hour, 
dation·Tel.efund needs your help employment as a Telefund As­
to contact Alumni to help raise · sociate is an educational experi­
funds for development at ·uB. ence for which you· are gener­
Our past experiences have ously compensated. No doubt, 
shown · that ~dents from the such an employment reference 
Law School have proven to be would be a distinct asset on yo~ur 
hig!lly successful as Telefund As­ resume. 
sociates. As a Law Student, we I look forward to your eager 
would like you to seriously con­ participation in this year's Tele­
sider participation in this year's fund. Feel free to call me at 831-
pro,ram. ' ' 3003 or 636-3013, or stop in to 
N'ot only would your participa­ fill out an application at Room 
~ion fost•r development at UB, 155 Goodyear Hall (Main Streat 
but also the prestige of your own Campus) :Or on the Amherst Cam­
degree. Vou would be_given the pus atthe CanterforTomorrow. 
opportunity to cultivate and re­ Shacerely, 
fine skills needed in your ~reer Mary E. Zlezlula 
development such as persuasive Aulstant Director 
negotiation, articulation, and ef- Technical Program 
H.umanRight~ Appe:~! 
., 
To the Editor: wristband in simp!e recogn'ition 
of our hope that the cause .is not Notice 
a futile one. 
December 3-10 This is merely a token, granted, 
is Human Rights Week but in recognition of the marital 
state of most individuals prior to· December 10th 
.the commencement of examina­is Human Rights Day 
tions, It would be rather dubious 
In recognition of the necessity to assume that- the thoughts in 
of. addressing the· violation of our minds turn to the violation of 
Hu~an Rights across the wo{Jd, human rlghta-the basl~ife 
this time has ~n set aside for and a reasonable-amount of lib­
education and participation in the erty every day, every hour, and 
worldwide cause of securing fun­ every minute that we Ihle' and 
damental .-iuman rights for all. -breathe'. 
This. Y1'ar's focus is on the tor­ This commitment to securing 
ture of women all over the world, ,1:ium111n Rights acrbsa the world 
but It Is not limited to such. ext,snds to all continents, all na­
As a symbol of one's personal tional origins, all races, everyone. 
recognition of this goal as the 
Mar9ot8.BanMttnumber one priority in all of our 
Member ofthe Internationallives, I am requesting that aac,h of 
Law_SOCNty..«Ius on December 10th, 1984, wear 
· Amnaety Internationaleither a white ar.mband or 
DecefflNt' 3, 1114 Opinion ,.._.,_ 
Ing my second year, I was faced over a week of coin flipping to ·Hlaw and Marxism• (the least he 
· this past summer ·with the choose which courses to take could have done was call it some­
frightening realities of the fall (my billable hours total wasn't thing different-I mean: let;s be 
1984 class schedule. too good during that period). real Al, the word •Marxism• is 
Rigt)t' at the top of the list of After mailing in my se'lections, I · just not going to look good on a 
seminars was a reasonably first experienced a certain transcript) and Guyora Binder's 
enough titled course: Hlntroduc­ amount of relief but then started "Master and Slave" (I have a few 
tion to Policy StudiesH to be having a . recurring nightmare things that I could say about this 
taught by Dean Headrick .. Reality about what the courses .for the but they're all potentially libel­
hit home, however, with the first spring 1985 semester would look ous). 
two sentences of tl')e course de­ like. Why courses such as the ones 
scription: HThis course is about When the new class schedule mentioned above are· offered is 
policy-making, mostly ·public for the spring came out a few beyond me. I showed the list of the 
policy-making: There is no use weeks ago, I was afraid to look. fall courses to some of the attor­
trying to · say now what p~licy­ Rumor had. it that Al Katz, Betty neys I worked with this past sum­
making is or how one .studies it." Mensch and Al Freeman were mer (perhaps a fatal error) and 
Let's l;>e real people-,-if the Dean going to combine forces and all th~y could do was laugh (you 
doesn't have a clue what his own teach something called "Expect- k"ow what kind of shape you're 
course is ab~ut, how am .1 sup­ ing Animals.• This proved false, in when a·bunch of Californians 
posed to? What's really scary, but reality was nearly as bad. think you're crazy) . It is possible, 
though,. is that this man will be Katz was back with his "Rhizo- though, that these professors are 
a full-time faculty member next matic Legal Reas~~ing" (other- on to something. "Genius," 
year, meaning that there are wise known as "The Lite and wrote Elbert Hubbard in The 
going to be · a lot of clueless Times of Al Katz, Part II"). The Philistine, "is the cap~city of 
people around this . place next description of this course speaks evading hard work." 
year (except for me-I'll be. just for itself: "The purpose of this .:In any event, as has by now 
as clueless as ever, but I'll have seminar is to develop techniques become evident, for a humorist 
graduated by then). · of legal research and argument plying his trade at U/8 there is 
Movi.ng down the list, I saw that are independent of cate- no need to make anything up. 
such gems as "Expecting" (sub­ gory." Well, something is inde- What is written here is nothing 
titled "The Life and Times of Al pendent of catl[!gory here. more than a simple reflection 
Katz, Part I") and "Animal t,.aw" Elsewhere on next semester's (well, maybe refraction) of reality 
(rumored to be a required first­ list of courses, we find such trad- (as frightening as that might 
year class next year). It took me itional offerings as Al Freeman's seem). 
Gay Law Student Exits~ Closet 
I look at the law and I despair. them, but to lay low so we don't
Reflections of a Gay Law Student Homosexuals are locked out of upset the others. 
by Brett GIibert the military, the elementary and However, all is not lost.My hands are, already, begin­
secondary teaching experience, Homosexuals can emerge fromning to tremble. My thoughts are 
and the institution of marriage. the nothingness to which we.confused, my ~motions are mixed, 
It is difficult for homosexuals to have been assigned; we canI am tired; yet, my will is deter­
adopt a child, to be elected to a emerge from nothingness bymined and I sense freedom 
government position, and hold a .assuming it. Yes, we are the Ines­through a lingering cloud of fear. 
lover's hand while walking 'down sential rather than the Essential;I can,see the beg,irtning of a differ­
the street. I hear the words Hfag­ yes, we are the Other, not theent view of the world, a view 
got• and Hqueer• come from so One. We should remain on thewhich allows human beings to 
many mouths, even from those outside, appl.ying pressure to lawfreely create the value of them­
who I consider friends. They and society; but not succumbing selves . . 
seem to have no idea how much to society's demands for respect­I am a homosexual who is tired 
those words can hurt. ability. · of lying to his friends, for they 
. The solutions to problems of As John-Paul Sartre once said mean so much to me. I am a 
law are complex. I almost fear my •1 think that for.the moment th~ homosexual who is weary of sac­
fellow liberals more than I do homosexual minority is obliged rificing a full and meaningful life 
conservatives. Ihave come to ex­ to remain rather isolated, to be a now, all f9r the hopes of some 
pect conservatives and their group in .this prudish society, anot-yet in the future. But most 
hateful campaign of •traditional group which is separated from itimportantly, I am a human being 
family values• stressing the dif­ and which cannot (should not)in law school who is troubled 
ferences between us all. Fethers blend into this society.• Wewith the way the law and society 
are differ.ant from mothers, should remain free, we shouldtreats homosexuals. 
women are different from men. remain divorced from the whole, What is the relationship be­
We aH have different abilities giving ourselves a meaning fortween a homosexual and law 
which allow us to move up the our livlts, and not accepting theschool, or for that matter, the 
social and economic ladders at meaning others assign to us.law? We might first ask, is there 
different .rates: some move Through the example of our free­such a relationship? I think so. 
quickly, others not at all. dom, others might learn to rec­A gay person is on the fringe, 
They claim there are differ­ ognite their own.on the outside of society, and in 
ences .in the moral worth of I am no longer afraid. ! have,a very important sense, is able 
people----some are industrious, in a .way, conquered the fearto look at society from afar, from 
brave; and respect~ble; others which, at first, clouded my free­adistance. A straight person is 
are lazy, cowardly, and morally . dom. I am alone, yet free; iso­within society (although she may 
despicable. These differences . lated, yet determined; no longerbe on the fringe for another 
are given; thay ·are the basis can others usurp my value, for I reason) and is ,mable to step 
upon which we treat each other am the foundation of my ownback s.o as to form a relationship 
differently. Traditional family value. However, in my heart ofwith it. A heterosexual is soci­
values have been consistently hearts, I do fear losing theety; a homosexual is not. 
used throughout history to op­ friendship of so many people IA straight person is the Essen- . 
press women, children and gay know and respect and love. tial, the Subject, the One; a gay 
people. To my friends, all I can ask isperson is the ·Inessentiar, the Ob­
that you treat me fairly, you al­ject, 1he Other. I see the law and Liberals, on . the other hand, 
ways. have in the past; but don't
it seems so far away-it is fixed, stress the equality and similar­
ask me to play your game, I am
it is intransigent, it truly is the ities we all share. Vas, there are 
free from that now. I want to beAbsolute. · What can I say about men and women, but we are all 
. a part of you, but since I am nothuman; yes, there are mothersit, what can I do7 One with you, I may seem distant and·fathers, but they all love their I am afraid again. What will fu­ at times. That's O.K., you stillchildren; and yes, people doture employers think ofme ifthey mean so much to me.have different moral •codes, butsee a course in Gay Rights listed To those whom I have neverwe are all doing what we think is , on my transcript? Will the people met-I can only ask you to giveright.I·now know and respect treat me me a chance; but don't ask meHowever, with some of my lib-· differently? Will they view me as to prove myself, I have done that eral friends, I see in their heartsjust another representative of a far too many times. Someday,the recognition of equality, and 
maybe we can talk.
special interest group? We often' 
yet, I suspect that many of themhear how everyone in this coun- . Now, if ,you will excuse me-Ibelieve that the way one humantry has an opportunity to be have talked for too long, and It isbeing makes love with anotherwhatever thay want to be; why now your turn...hu!Tlan being really does make a do I feel an emptiness when this 
difference. Thay ask us to followis told to me7 
by Andy H. ·VI.CS _ 
As many of you have noticed 
and made me aware of in no un­
c&rtain terms, this coluii,n has 
not appeared in the last two edi­
ti'!..ns of The Opinion. Due to 
other projects and a well-de­
served vacation, I admittedly 
failed to put pen to paper in the 
process of meandering through 
the last few weeks of my life. No 
matter-I have returned for one 
last attempt at mirthmaking this 
semester. 
Though none .have written let­
t_ers, many !lave commented to 
me that they ·seriously doubt whe­
ther my meanderings are true to 
·lifd. While it is truQ that I have a 
know me personally will attest to, 
I have no sense of humor what­
soever. Though· I know a good 
joke when I steal .one, I have no 
talent at all for making up the 
things I write.in this space. 
Secondly, anyone who spends 
most of his time divided between 
this place (commanded by Space 
Captain .Headrick and Space 
Cadet Schlegel) and the.-South 
Coast cif California has no need 
tq make up stories to fill the con­
tents ·of a humor column . . Case­
in-point: the class schedule for 
the 1984°1985 academic year 
here at the law school. 
After having meandered 
through such required cQuraes 
Review ofDesmond Moot Court C.ompetition: · 
Finalists, Award Winners, Board Members 
Desmo~ Moot Court Board judges listen intently to oral argwnLnts. 
Howard Spierer and C~ce Vogel, preparin," their argumLnts as Pe;iti~ners for.the 
final round. 
Finalists congratulate one another after competition. 
Judges commend finalists for their performance. 
continued fro1'1 page I 
On Saturday night, the Moot 
Court Board hosted a sen­
sational banquet for all particip­
ants at the Syracuse Restaurant. 
The Quarter Finalists, Semi­
Finalists and Finalist Awards 
were handed out along witt) 
special .awards for the. top five 
briefs and the best five oralists. 
Rita Gylys and Laura Washington 
won the top brief award, while 
Roy Mura scored highest in the 
preliminary oral argument 
rounds. For the names of all the 
award winners as well as the new 
members of the Moot Court 
Board, see the .accompanying 
chart in this issue. 
A final word of acknowledge­
ment for a difficult job expertly 
accomplished goes to.Moot Court 
Director Mary Armini and all the 
members of the Moot Court l;x­
ecutive Staff and the Moot Court 
Board. A competition of this size 
and complexity requires a mas­
sive amount of time to organize; 
time contributed by Moot Court 
Board Volunteers. It is due to 
their efforts, as well as to the ef­
forts of the participants, tliat has 
caused the Moot Court program 
at UB Law School to become one 
of the most successful in the 
country. 
To the Editor: 
The 1984 Charles S. Desmond 
Moot Court Competition came to 
a close on Saturday, November 
10th. A list of the award winners 
can be found elsewhere in this 
issue. We thank the Alumni As­
sociation for sponsoring the 
Awards Banquetwhich honored 
all the competitors. 
I would like to take this oppor- · 
tunity to thank everyone who 
made the competition a success . . 
First and foremost, I must extend 
special thanks to Executive Offic­
ers Edward Markarian, Emily 
Kern, and Steven Berkowitz for 
an exceptionally well-run com­
petition. 
The Problem Committee, Mary 
Breen, Edward Markarian, Ste­
ven Schop, and Al Stewart, de- Roy Mura and Jay Goldstein received the award/or Third-Best Brief. 
serve special praise for their ex­
traordinary efforts and hard work 
in writing the problem and grad­
ing the briefs. 
All members of the Judging 
Committee should be com­
mended for providing so mariy 
distinguished members of the 
local bar and judiciary for this 
year's competition. I extend my 
personal thanks to Emily_ Kern, 
Donna Hoelscher, Sarah Ayer, 
and Lisa Block-Rodwin for their 
extra efforts in obtaining juQges. 
In addition, the Board Y,(is.hes 
to thank the Law School staff and 
1dministration for . their con­
tinued support of our activities. 
We would especially like to thank 
Ellen G.i\)son and all the library Peter Scribtter and Paul Komiczlcy ;,ere recognized as wi~rsfor Fifth-Best .Brief. 
staff for the extra help and sup­
port they provided for this. year's 
competition. 
Sincerely, 
Mary E. Aramini 
Director, Moot Court Board 
Laura Washington and Rita Gylys accept their plaq~ for Best Brief." 
Ed Markarian (left) and Mary Aramini (back to camera) congratulate the second place 
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UB'sPAD Chapter·Calls Semester .a Success; 
New _Programs .and Social Events Dot -HorizOn 
. . - . 
-Recently, P.A.D., in conjunc­by'Randy Donatelli Lawyer Assistance Program, Committee's agenda is the Law who have a small fraction of our, tion with the Red Cross, staged Several P.A.D.'s can boast of gar­ Related Education Program. By membership total. This phenom­
The Alden Chapter of Phi Alpha the first of its biannual blood !"ering summer and ·part-time condu~ing presentations al local enon is not ea.sily explained, nor 
Delta Law Fraternity is just\fiably drives. We wish to thank all those jobs through this program, but schools, the LRE program aims is it rational or fair. However,
proud of its outstanding record · who gave blood to this most th_is service is open only to P.A.D. to educate. high school students when one considers recent SBA 
of achie"ement established dur- worthy cause. members. ' on various topics of law of in- officers and directors, the answer 
ing the fall semester. P.A.D. is de- P.A.D. is also a leading sponsor The Service Committee is in terest to them. P.A.D. is dedi- becomes a bit more clear. 
dicated to providing service to of social events. Our racquetball · the process of compiling and cated io improving the image of In February, P.A.D. will hold its 
the student, the law school, and party last September was at­ publishing a law school directory the legal profession and to mak- final initiation of the year. Since 
the profession, Uniike other stu- tended by about 60 law students, to be made available early next ing the law more understandable there are 57 third year students 
dent organizations, P.A.D. most of whom thoroughly en­ • semester to au · students. This and less intimidating to the gen- on 'the current roster, the frater­
doesn't.just exist to represent· a joyed this occasion. In addition, monumental task IS but one eral public. nity realizes the importance of re-
specific interest or promote par- P.A.D. happy hours are not un­ example of P.A.D.'s commitment This impressive fist of activities plenishing its membership with 
ticular causes. Rather,_we are an common occurrences. The So­ to serving the students of the law is made possible by our large and a vigorous and successful rush. 
organization which serves all of cial Committee of the chapter is school. enthusiastic membership. The During the rush period we appeal
the law school's stude·nts. planning • another racquetball In light of the fact that P.A.D. September 1984 initiation raised to prospective members by in­
Duringthefirstweekofschool, party, a ski trip, more happy receives relatively little assist­ the Alden Chapter's membership forming _them of the "tangible ' P.A.D. held its semesterly book hours, and a possible banquet, ance from S.B.A., the Finance to 108, making P.A.D. by far the benefits of being _a P.A.D." For 
sale, affording students an op- all for next semester. Committee assumes an !!spe­ largest SBA sanctioned organiza- those interested in learning more 
portunity to make and save The foundation of our chap­ cially important role.' We must tion outside .of the SBA itself, . a.bout P.A,D .. wa recommend that
money by selling and buying used ter's success is based in various depend upon fund raisers and which includes all law students. you visit our r.epresentatives
law books. The sale was an over- committees which are charged modest membership dues to Despite the fact that the P.A.D. stationed at our · tables located
whelming success for P.A.D. as with the duty of implementing sustain the fraternity at its cur­ contains roughly every eighth outside the li!>rary. Rush will 
we made over $200 in profit. Our the goals set forth by the mem­ rent level of excellence. law student, our allotment of commence the first week of 
next book sale is slated for the bership. The Placement Commit­ Among the items included on funds from SBA ranks far lower. school in January and will con­
first week of the next semester. tee will soon reactivate the the Pro,fessional Development than many other student groups tinue until initiation day. 
Desmond MootCourtCompetition Winners 
f 
SECOND PLACE TEAM: Fifth-Best Btief: SEMI-FINALIST TEAMS: The following second Robert Lipman 
. Candace Vogel Pet~r Scribner Angus Crane year students have been Mark Metz 
Howard Spierer Paul Korniczky and William Johnson invited to join the Moot Matthew Metz 
Court Board: · Guy Montante Jay Goldstein Roy Mura 
. an~ Rc;,y Mura Lynn Bavaro 
~ ...-.,. JIB!ft....4~.S..1- . ; '.' ; : : ; : : • .. . . . Howard Berman Marguerite O'Connell 
~ ....• ~ -· ·• ''fl~st Brief: ORALIST AWARDS Sheldon PressmanJessica Braginsky Walter RamosRita Gylys Best Oralist: Margaret Burke Shari ReichLaura Wash1~gton .... Roy.~Mur~ . _ Angus Crane Robert Schwartz :.,•_ -Seednd;liest·~rief:' ~ .; - .:.,: ; . ..,._. -- . William Daly Arthur Scinta , . .How~~d Berman Second-Best Orahst: Richard DaviesQUARTER-FINALIST Howard Spierer- ,... ·<"·Jessic~.(Bi'a'ginsky Angus Crane Timothy Farley 'TEAMS Leslie Stroth 
Jay GoldsteinThird-Best-Brief: Third-Best Oralisi: David Cass Kathleen Tenney 
Jay Goldstein Arthur Scinta and Michael Storck Rita Gylys Gayle Towne 
Karen HassettRoy Mura Fourth-Best Oralist: Karen Vance Karen Vance Andrew KatzRichard Davies and William Daly Candace Vogel Donna KnightFourth-Best Brief: Laura Washington
Fifth-Best Oralist: Howard Berman Ross LanzafameKaren Vance Gary Winter 
Howard Spierer and Jessica BraginskyWilliam Daly 
Good-Lu-ck on Your Exams & 
Have a V~ry -Happy Holida·y 
From The Opinion 
Forms for the 
One-to-One Attorney Progr~m 
are available in theresumes Career Development Office, 
Rm. 309 O'Brian Hall, 
for app(?intments during the 
Christmas break . 
.A.'VIIBtr'ILI,_ 
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Legal Methods Provides Support toMinorities· 
by a,.,, JIIClmon ministrative members are dedi-
The·daya grew shorter, the Au- cated to making the only New 
gust air had a hint of an autumn 
chill 88 summer rapidly came to York State law school responsive 
rest. With suitcases in hand, 1bid to the disparity in minority rep-
0 
~n'::!l~~dm~::~~:;:~e~aC: ::~t=~~a;~d !~emi~:!:'~~p~ 
School. I was anxious about what resentation in the population·. 
Law Professor Alan Freeman is 
awaited me in Buffalo, a foreign the Chair of the nine-member 
land. I was certain that there SPC. About the charge of the 
would be no familiar faces, no 
friendly smiles and no one to Committee, he says, "We make 
a conscious effort to find stu­
console my woes. A feeling of dents who will make good 
isolation and loneliness started lawyers." T,he SPC thoroughly 
to come over me. And. then there scrutinizes each application. As 
was the Legal Methods program. in the case with all "discretionary 
For those of you who are un- admits," (all students whose ac­
familiar with the Legal Methods ceptance ·is not based solely on 
Program and the students in- _undergraduate grade point aver­
volved in it, the description on age and the score on the Law 
page 4 of the law school School Admissions Test and 
catalogue will be of limited use. whose files are read by a sub­
Much more descriptive are the committee of the Admissions 
words of one Legal Methods stu- Committee), the SPC looks for 
dent who stated that "The pro- other "success predictors." 
gram provides a strong family These include such factors as 
s~pPQrt _system.• In my inter- work or life experiences, ad­
views wi_t~ Legal Metho~s stu- vanced degrees, or other special 
~ents I discovered that th~s feel- • circumstances the applicant has 
ing appears to be unanimous. had to overcome to reach the 
We laugh together, console point of application to law 
o~e. another'. and share the an- school. Only those students who, 
x1et1es and Joys of law school. in the Committee's estimation 
Mo~t importantly, we lend an ear show probable success, are ad: 
to listen. . . mitted into U/B and the Legal 
Research and Writing Teach- Methods Program. 
ing Assistant and President of the 
Blalk Law Students Association, Assistant. Dean Vivian Garcia 
Donna Knight, commented, "The commented that although she 
Legal Methods Program pro­ could not say that this goal has 
vides minority students who always been of utmost concern 
have something to express with in accepting minority student ap­
a forum to be heard." She con­ plications, she can say that it is 
tinued, "The program assists now. In her role as administrator 
minority students in forming a of the Legal Methods Program, 
positive image of themselves, as Dean Garcia's list of major frus­
they overcome the first-year hur­ trations includes the apparent 
dles." lack of understanding, or belief, 
The Legal Methods Program t.hat the program is not exclu­
has been in operation in one sively minority and that the pro­
form or another for the past 15 gram is not the only way a minor­
years. It is an outgrowth of the ity applicant is admitted: "Those 
faculty's and the administra­ people-black, white, yellow, red 
tion's commitment to increasing or brown-who prefer to deal in 
minority representation· in the extremes to make their case 
legal profession. Dean Headrick against the program for one 
rer,narked, "Over the years, reason or another, ignore the de­
minority students have been ad­ ta'ils of the Committe~•s [SPC'sl 
mitted into law school but a dis­ operation and often, the work­
proportionate number have ings and goals of the program 
graduated.• He continued, "The itself." This feeling is shared by 
program provides a support Legal Methods students who are 
foundation for first year courses called upon to defend their posi­
while preparing minority stu­ tions when approached by some 
dents for legal studies.• non-program students. 
The selection ofLegal Methods Legal Methods students are re­
Program students begins with quired to drop their criminal law 
the Specia~ Program Committee course, which they pick up in the 
(SPC). Faculty, student and ad- first semester of their second 
Exam Policies Defined 
continwd from pag~ I F. Failure to Complete an Exam­
d!IY, or on the day immedi­ ination Prior to Completion 
ately preceding the examina­ \t_ 5!Ud~nt who picks up an 
tion, and presents a physi­ examination must expect to 
cian's certificate confirming finish it during the scheduled 
the illness, or; examination period. A stu­
b) experienced a bona-fide dent who does not complete 
family emergency (such as an examination should · be 
death or severe illnesa of a graded on what he or she sub­
close relative) on the exami­ mits during the examination 
nation day or immediately .1J9riod unless an exception is 
prior to the examination day, granted on petition to the As­
and presents written confir­ sociate Dean. Exceptions 
mation of this event from should be r~re, gra"!ted only 
some reliable person. in extreme cases, and only if 
In all such cases the student (1) prior to leaving the law 
must see to it that the Regis­ school the student has noti­
trar is notified of the student's . fied the Registrar or Assistant 
absence or Intended absence Dean of Students ofthe reason 
and the reasons therefore, for the inability to complete 
priorto the time scheduled for the examination, (2) thereaf­
completion of the examina­ ter the student establishes the 
tion In question. · re1son for such inability to the 
The Registrar, after consul­ clear satisfaction of . the As­
tstlon with the ~ed in­ sociate Dean, and (3) the As­
structors, wlll arrange a spec­ sociate Dean determines that 
ial examination schedule for the circumstances are such 
students exculed from that equity requires that the 
examlnetlons for the reasons student be permitted tobe re­
eet out In a) or b) above. examined . 
. ,... • Opinion D111.... I, 1114 
Garcia laments the fact that thereyear. Instead, program students Education grant secured by the 
have been only about 170 minor­take the Legal Methods Course. office of the Assi~nt Dean. 
ity students who have graduated This year, Professor Jack Hyman After the first semester, Legal 
was joined by Dean Garcia in Methods students have the iden­ from U/B law school to date. 
While I understa.nd the injusticeteaching the course, which is an tical course schedules as their 
of the fact that our numbers arein-depth analytical. review of the non-program counterparts. 
development of Landlord arid However, the Special Program so small, from the first day of 
Tenant law from the days of com­ Committee makes itself available BLSA-LANALSA Orientation I 
knew that what we lose in quan­mon law rule to the present "rev­ to program students for advice 
olution." After eight years of with regard to any facet of their tity we.more than make up for in 
the quality of our family.teaching the course, Professor law school and post-law school 
I would like to be able toHyman believes that "the pro­ careers. 
graduate knowing that thegram is [now) in its most effec­ I was prompted to write this 
tive form." article, not to persuade but to en­ number of minority students 
Among the more recent inno­ lighten others about the work- . who succeed us continues to in­
ings of the Legal Methods Pro­ crease. They will see that ourvations is a landlord-tenant 
Housing Court simulation or­ gram. In addition to these "nuts program provi<fes more than 
ganized by · Susan Carpenter, and bolts," however,.1 would b~ substantive material-it allows 
who teaches and supervises the remiss if I did not allow other Legal Methods students and 
other "non-traditional" studentsHousing Clinic through Neigh­ Legal Methods students equal 
borhood Legal Services. Appear­ say. A first year Legal Methods to coml'!lunicate with faculty and 
administrators on a less formaling before "Judge" Hyman, stu­ student remarked. that "The 
dents were required to make a program is valid, worthwhile and basis. 
five-minute presentation of a necessary .. . as it attempts to fill In this regard I am heartened 
by our recent c::elebration ofportion of the case for either the a void in the legal profession." 
landlord or the tenant. The Koren This student chose U/B over Kwanzaa which culminated on 
Decemper 3. (For a more in­Center for Clinical Legal Educa­ other prospective law schools 
tion was used for conducting the because of the program and its depth explanation of Kwanzaa, 
see The Spectrum, November 26,videotaping of the two-day simu­ support system. 
1984, page 4). The seven princi­lation. Another student jokingly com­
ples of Kwanzaa-Umoja (Unity),In addition to the course, stu­ ments, "The tutorials are time 
Kujichagulia (Self-determina­dents are required to attend consuming, but bridge the gap 
tion); Ujima (Collective work andweekly tutorials for each of the to understanding." Most stu­
responsibility), Ujamaasubstantive courses in which dents favored anything that 
(Cooperative economics), · Nia• they are enrolled. The tutorials would assist them in their law 
(Purpose), Kuumba (Creativity),serve to provide clarification of school. careers and viewed the 
and lmani (Faith)--were reaf­the subject matter through exer­ Legal Methods Program as a de­
firmed by all who partook in the cises, ·assignments and discus­ finite plus. Conversely, some 
celebration, which included stu­sion. These are directed by teach­ Legal Methods students feel they 
dents, faculty and adminis­ing assistants and/or faculty could successfully complete law 
trators. Many of us would like tomembers. Although faculty school without the program but 
share Kwanzaa with any peoplemembers are not directly remun­ acknowledge the-program's ob­
who would like to join in theerated, teaching assistants are. jectives. 
The program ii; supported by a Of the approximately 600,000 celebration in the future. 
combination of funds, from the attorneys in the Unit~d· States, · I approach exams with so~• 
law school and ·a Department of about 4% are minorities. Oiitah "-fe8f',•of .COur98: buUaw:scho~~•s 
· no longer a foreign land. · · 
Financial Aid Deadlines Nearin.g 
FINANCIAL AID UPDATE 
tive, is to not register. In­ paying up your accounts be­
by Steve Wldrmerk stead -you must consider, after cause of delays in the receipt'of 
Flnandal !'Id AdviHr spending the holidays at home, your financial aid. Ifyou have not 
an adventure tour of the Carib­ alreadl,< done so, see me or leave 
THIS IS YOUR FIRST WARNING: bean. I understand the Federal a note .in my mailbox #537 stat­
THE DEADLINE FOR APPLYING Government is planning charters ing your name, Social S~urity
FOR NATIONAL DIRECT STU­ for young adults not otherwise Numberandthereasonsforyour
DENT LOANS FOR 1985-86 AND occupied. A somewhat less excit- · not paying. In most instances I can 
FOR WORK STUDY, INCLUDING ing option would ·be to pay your arrange to have the Office of Stu­
SUMMER '85 IS bill. I know .for many of you this dent Accounts remove the block 
FEBRUARY 28, 1985 seems a little dull but who .says on your file. Students needing 
everyone has to be exciting. this-'assistance must contact me· 
Application forms will be avail­ There is an out for those of you ·before you register for Spring '85. 
able after December 1. Notices who honestly are incapable of Good luck on your finals. 
will be posted throughout the 
Law School concerning the appli­
cation procedures. 
There is little doubt that many INS Official Apologizes 
current law students will fail to 
meet the February 28 deadline. with any SUNYAB Law School 
If you are one who is habitually To the Edlt~r: students who may have been of­
late, I suggest that you find a very PleaH Nprlnt this open Inter to fended by my remarks, to ex­
high paying-job for this summer. the student body. preH a similar personal apology 
If you have not already discov­ Dear Mr. Benitez: to each and every one of them. 
ered this fact for yourself, I can I want to express my sincere I would also like to meet with 
assure you that the deadline for thanks to you for affording me any interested SUNYAB Law 
submission of the FAF' is firm an opportunity to meet with you School -students to further dis­
with very few exceptions granted, this past week to personally com­ cuss the employment and 
and then only for the most com­ municate a further apology for career opportunities available in 
pelling reasons. ,, my challenged rema~ made to the Immigration and Naturaliza­
A faw of you have a somewhat students at the State Oniversity tion Service (INS) to Law School 
more pressing problem; you ofNewYorkatBuffalo(SUNYAB) students and graduates. The INS 
have not yet paid your Fall '84 Law School on September 10, General Counsel is particularly 
bill. So far, unless you have made 1984. proud of his equal empleyment 
arrangements. with the Office of As I indicated to you dl!ring our opportunity record in recent re­
Student Accounts either on your · meeting, I am very iorry that I cruiting efforts for INS career at­
own or through me, this· failure made statements that were con­ torney positions. SUNYAB lew 
has only cost you $40.00 in late sidered offensive during my pre­ School was a valuable con­
fees. However, in the event that. sent,tion at the Law School. I trlbutqr to our 1983 law echool 
your account is not cleared prior honestly did not intend to offend ...graduate recruiting program. 
to Spring '85 registration you are Hispanics, -any other minority You have indicated that some 
likely to experience significant groups, or any other students at students are interested in mMt­
difficulty in obtaining enrollment the Law School. I realize now that ing with me. I am available to 
status for. next semeste~. In other my remarks offended a number meet with any Interested stu­
words you will be prevented of students and I deeply regret dents whenever and wherever a 
from registering. having made them. Please be· meeting can be arranged. Please 
To avoid problems with regis­ lleve me when I say that Iam not, let ma know when and where 
fration caused by non-payment and never have been, prejudiced such• mNllng can be echeduled. 
of your account'you may do one against any. minority group. VfllY tnlly JOUN, 






Some things are better the second time around - takir,g the 
bar exam isri't one of them. 
Ta_ke a good look at the Josephson BRC Cours·e and we think 
you will agree that there is no better assurance that you will have 
to take the bar exam only once. 
No other course offers the kind of complete integrated study 
system which simultaneously builds substantive knowledge and 
confidence. With the finest law summaries and lecturers and the 
most comprehensive testing and feedback system in the state, 
you can't go wrong with BRC. 
'\~ i iASK OUR REPS . ~ \ 5 j ~· ASK OUR REPS:
Scott Karpel! - Coordinator ~•,~ =~ ~,-~ .. Scott SclumecaGlenn Rodney · .. ~ ~=-~, . Lisa Marchlsotto
KenAlwei1 ...,,,,,,. ~,,,..... AnthonyTonn 
Lorraine Blackwood 'lff/j "&''''' . . AlanRon 
0 _Elena Cacavas 1111111111 I _ 11111111111"•·· •• "' ScottSegal
Leah Edelstein LaurenSe,per
Shaun Jackson Stuart Adler 
Bruce Kaplan Peter Aleuandria 
Cindy Lenkiewicz Howard BermanBRCJoseph Callery Robert Galbraith 
JeffGibb Carol Litke 
Timothy McEvoy WITH YOU EVERY STEP OF THE WAY Mark Metz 
··oennliNg Marcy Scher 
SUCCESSOR TO THE MARINO BAR REVIEW COURSE 
Eastern Regio(lal Office: 10 East 21st Streei, Suite 1206, New York, NY 10010, 212-505-2060 
TO LEARN THE LAW 
Comprehensive legal study aids featuring: 
• Detachable capsule outlines 
• Cross referencing to each major casebook 
• Sample exams with explanatory answers 
• Complete table of cases 
• Easy reference index · 
Essential Principles Series 
• Concise outline format 
• Detachable capsule outline 
• Review problems and sample exams 
I 




Sum & Substance AudiO Tapes 
• The nation's most ·~utst_an~J1;1g. lecturers in the law 
• 23 subjects available . 
e Mobillty and study convenience for commuters 
• A refreshing change from the constant reading of legal studies 
AVAILABLE A=r YOUR LOCAL LAW BOOKST~RE! 
or contact 
JOHpheon Center for Creative Educational ServlCM (CES), 10101 W. Jeff~raon Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232 (213)558-3100 
' CESIBRC Eastern Regional Office: 10 East 21st Street, Suite 1206, New York, NY 10010, (~12) 506-206() 
D111 ., 1.11N .,,...._ ......... 
Pudat~s Comer: 
-The Saga COntinues: Pudge's Summer 'Internship 
With Carson C~unty's District Attorney's Office 
by~Meyer thing. You've shown them to ap- work. Thesepiecesofdirtthatget count of a bad leg-I hurt it dur- the office refrige~ato_r •. I had been 
Conclusion · preciate nature; you've taught convicted-and in Carson County ing a winter vacation in Florida trying to do that . for years. 
t_hem that the best things in life that's almost everyone who goes when I was six." Say...how'd you like to work .for 
It didn't take me long to realize are free." ~ to trial-I could never try to get "See-by not taking your kids me next year? I'm sure I can get
why ttie whole office was a little ul've shown them that their them off the hook. These guys to Florida, you're giving them an rid of someone." 
down in the dumps. I found out daddy works long hours all year are doing bad stuff out there. opportunity you never had. What #Thanks, but no thanks. Car-
that it happens every August. In round, and that he can't afford to They try to sell drugs to our kids more is there to give? son County is a . nice place to 
August each year, Carson County buy them Adidas high-top sneak- in the neighborhood; they com- visit ... " 
starts to melt. The temperature ers." mit burglaries and robberies on MCVIX 
soars ·to the .mid-nineties, and EPILOGUEthe people who live in this town. The summer burned on. My"I never had a pair of Adidasthere's a thunderstorm every day I live in this town too. Yes, yes, I last day of work would be August I said my good0 byes and bidin my life." 1·1ooked down at myat 4:15. As a result, people get know all about constitutional twelfth. I went in to see D.A. Carson County good riddance.man-made .shoes. "But I'm notedgy, and ~one thing leads to rights, and the rules of evidence, Jergens. Since that time, Crenshaw has in crying about it either. I consider another. August is the busiest and that you're entitled to defend "I really want to thank you for real life left the office and joined myself pretty lucky." month to, criminal activity. yourself. But when I see a guy giving me the opportunity to a firm in the next town over."You say that now, in retros­Some people have a thirst for . who has a rap sheet a mile long work for you. My summer here A.D.A.'s Clift and Phelps, who in•pect. But when you were seven, this type of activity. Not so for including six prior charges for has proved very instructive, as terviewed me in the first issue,you always dreamed what itthe A.D.A.'s in Carson County. burglary, acquitted because he's well as enjoyable. I've made a lot have turned down offers in Newwould be like to go to Florida. All After the harsh winter, they much got a swift lawyer, it drives· me of new friends here, and I've Jersey and N.Y.C. The newmy kids see is that their neigh·prefer to take it slow in the Au­ up the wall. Let's face it. Nine out learned a great deal. And most stenographer uses my coathookbors have two cars, arid theirgust heat. But they can't. They of ten times the cops know, the of all, I want to .thank you for in­ regularly. Cammi lie the · recap• friends get a new bicycle everyhandle more cases and see more. D.A. knows, and the defense viting me to your barbecue. The tionist advised me that .I would
defense lawyers; more defense year. Sure, we have enough lawyer knows that the guy is food was super." I shook his be wise not to show any 6fthesefood; but it's hard for a child tolawyers who drive up to the guilty. I just can't be part of that." hand. .articles to anyone within the of• understand why I can't buy himcourt-house. in Jaguars and "Keep in touch. You think I fice. I am currently paying her the what he wants for his birthday:" "Why don't you try to get into Cadillacs. I hear it mostly during 
"What does he want?" Law Enforcement?" haven't noticed things-I've seen sum of $25 dollars a week to keeplunch. 
"A round the world cruise on "They won't take me, on ac- how you took a whole shelf in ! her mouth closed. "I knew he'd get convicted. I 
wonder how much his lawyer the OE II." 
made for that four-day trial." "I admit that's a bit extrava• 
"Enough . to take a long gant. I wonder who gave him that RES IPSA LOQUITUR 
weekend at the Cape. What do I idea." 
get-I get the same salary, which "I'll tell you who did. It was one 
ain't much." · of his friends-whose father just The Pieper New York State - Multistate 
"You're doing all right." happens to be a defense lawyer. 
"All right? I bring my lunch in All my kids see is that the govern­
a bag. I got two kids about to ment pays hard-working people Bar Review offers an integrated approach 
enter school. Everyone else takes a subsistence wage. It breeds dis­
their kids to Florida, while we do content." to the New York Bar Exam.-stuff like go camping. It's all I can "Why don't you go into private 
afford. You see my car-it's a '78 practice?" 
Pinto. Working here-it's barely "I couldn't do it. There's not We· -emphasize sophist_icated memory
enough to live on." enough civil work in the area, and 
"But your kids-you show I don't want to go to the big city. 
them that money isn't the only I never could do criminal defense rechniques, essay writing skills and a concise, 
First Years' Win Title organized·presentation of the law. You will 
One L Sec. I Captures ceived a warning. 
Football Championship The defense, led by defensive 
In one of the most exciting end John Formica and corner­ be prepared and confident. 
intramural football games in U/B backs Brian Bornstein and Tony 
history, One L Sec. II ·found them· BeMan, was outstanding, totally 
selves down 20 to Oearly in the closing down the opposing PIEPER NEW YORK STATE -second half. However, the team team's offense in the second.half. 
was able to r.egroup, and came Formica arrived at the field in his 
back victorious with a 27-26 royal green #George Washington 
triumph. This win gave One L U" jacket, and you knew he was MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW. 
Sec. II the U/B Intramural Foot­ ready to play. He recorded sev• 
ball Division I Championship and eral sacks and was in the oppos• 
they finished the season with an ing team's quarterback's face all 
impressive 6-1 record. The one game, while Bornstein and It Speaks For Itself. 
loss came when half the team did BeMan denied the ball to their 
not show up, because you guessed receivers. 
iT, Robert Remedial was due the The championship game was · PIEPER REPS · next day. well attended. Included in the 
The comeback was headed by crowd were such well-known Joseph D. Coleman Richard Eric Gottlieb 
quarterback Rick Resnick who first year students as Rachel 
was 21 of 29 for 280 yards and 4 Roth, Sue Kent, and Alecia Penny Rubin Richard Schaus 
TD passes. Resnick took some LaCapruccia. Special thanks Deborah M . Williams Steve Wickinark 
ribbing from his own teammates goes to public relations director 
on a· couple of scrambles when Dave Cochran. Dave set up the Joan Kenney 
he ran out·of bounds rather th!ln championship celebration at 
90 Willis Avenue - Mineola, New York 11501 - (516) 747-4311being #tagged" by the other Rooties Pump Room. 
team. It seems Resnick feels that Podge on Sports:even in touch football the quar­
terback has to be careful about 
an injury. Football Squad Reflects on Season 
Resnick's two big targets were 
safeties-6. split between Roland Cercone name. Here'.s what he had to say:wide receivers Joel #soft hands" by Pudge Meyer The team member that I spoke and Kevin Szanyi. All other "Haha~ha, Scotty.Segal, Haha• Schechter and · Will Zickil. 
Schechter, a former Cornell Uni• spoke with a member of with provided me with a team chores were handled by Kenny ha." · 
varsity standout, snared 3 touch• Schlegel's Raiders, a Law School roster, He had trouble remem- Moskowitz, Notaro, Scott "What does that mean?" 
down receptions along with 11 entry in the university-wide foot­ baring · all the players' names, McBride, Dan . Dooher, Greg ·uThat was a third:year, team 
other catches, while Zickel added ball intramural .program. The and asked me. not to identify him ·- Hoelsher, Jack Murray, and ·Big who thought they were going all 
a TD reception and 5 catches. Zic- team will face a tough medical as the spokesman. 1. agreed. Sam. I spoke with Big Sam after the way." 
kel commented that he .devel- school squad for the champion­ So Tom Notaro told me that one of th1tir shutout victories. "What happened?" 
oped his 'receiving abilities by ship this Saturday, which has the team won three of their ,.·vou played' a great game, uThey lost in the first round to 
catching hay ouahela thrown to now become last Saturday. A games with only five players. Im• B.S." a bunch o' freshmen." · 
agine that ... large groups of .- uGosh, I don't· know - I think. · #Why is that something to behim by his father on tl'leir Batavia law-med final - so much for un-
farm. dergrad athletic prowess. robust undergrads with l!eparate we gav.e up too many first . ashamed of?" 
teams for offense and defense downs. And only two of their ufor starters, their. front lineThe line was anchored by Kevin In posting a 7-0 record, the 
O'Shaughnesay at center and team has allow~d only 24 poin,s. couldn't beat a small group of guys had to be carried off the averages 260 lbs: They talked big 
guards Bruce ·Hoover and K1tith Their stingy defense has set over-the-hill, one-~ime athletes fi~ld. I think we learned a lot from all season, whafa gonna happen 
wh9 had to play both ways for this game. We need to be more when we meet In the playoffs.fabl.O'Shaughneaaywasalmost numerous United States Col­
ejected ·from the game for I re- legiate Intramural (USCI) re­ the entire _game •. The President aggressive." And then t':iey go and lose. ,in the 
ought to set up-a commiBBion to . I also spoke with a player who first.round. Haha-ha." mark. not fit to print, directed at cords, including number of quar-
. 1 ,.,.,...Hewuabletopleabar~ terback sacks in a _game-13; QB 
explor, this phenomenon. asked me not to name him.r ag- If anyone nnTom Notaro, ult . 
gain with the offlcial _and only re- . sacks in a season-111; and Quarterbacking chorea were reed ~un he already had a him if I fqrgot anything. . .~ 
,... ..... OpllllOII o,..... •. 1114 
